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SYNEK™ is all about access (beer providers to customers, and customers to beer).  Our 

purpose is simple: help beer makers and providers get their beer to consumers at its 

highest quality in a responsible way that supports them and their community. 

SYNEK™ is the first ever counter-top draft system that dispenses beer from a special 

cartridge designed for beer. Unlike cans or bottles, our cartridges can be filled using a 

simple adapter—giving access to unlimited variety at no cost.  Plus, our dispenser is 

pressurized and self-refrigerated, extending shelf-life well past growlers.  
 
It costs you $0 to become a SYNEK partner.  Simply request our free Starter Kit 

and welcome the folks we send your way.

WHAT IS SYNEK?

HOW DOES IT WORK?

1 
Fill SYNEK™ cartridges  
from any tap (no matter 
what kind).

Not your normal bag-in-box wine 

bag. Our patent-pending 128 fl 

oz cartridge is intended for one-

time use, holds beer’s pressure, 

is vacuum-sealed, sanitary & UV 

protected to maintain quality for 

extended amounts of time. For 

highest quality, simultaneous, 

multi-cartridge filling, ask about 

our Beervine.

2 
Beer is perfectly chilled & 

pressurized, anywhere. 

Both temperature and pressure 

are adjustable; SYNEK™ works 

wherever there is a standard 

outlet. Same or better access 

and convenience as growlers, 

but now no more quality issues.  

Same quality as bottles/cans, but 

no equipment costs to fill.  This 

is a bona fide packaging alterna-

tive for beer.

3 
Your beer can be served 
wherever, whenever,  
and however your  
customers or you want.

Cartridges are easily interchange-

able and maintain carbonation 

outside the dispenser.  You can 

pour one serving and switch 

without losing quality. Fresh 

from the tap taste, any way you 

pour it!



WHAT’S IN IT FOR YOU?

SEE US FEATURED IN

1/ Increase Profit

Think tap room margins, plus the ability to retail dispensers and cartridges, if desired

2/ Improve Quality

MUCH better shelf life and cleanliness than growlers 

3/ Enhance Branding

See your brand as a fixture on countertops nationwide 

4/ Widen Distribution

Better shelf life means folks near and far purchase more to store/trade 

5/ Reduce Costs

Cartridges cost ~50% less than bottles and fit more volume/truck for distributing 

6/ $0 Investment

Simply request our free Starter Kit and welcome the customers we send you 

7/ Be Eco-friendly

A switch to SYNEK cartridges will result in a 55% reduction in CO2 emissions* 

8/ Save Space

Fit 1000 gallons of empty cartridges in a file cabinet (Smaller breweries rejoice!) 

9/ Stay Legal

Cartridges come with all required governmental warnings and labels

10/ Customize

Cartridges can be customized if desired or legally necessary

*Study conducted by P3 Sustainability 



 

email us at...

MIKE@SYNEK.BEER
and join the 1,400+ breweries, 

growler stations, & beer provid-

ers worldwide who support  

our cause!

SO... READY TO JOIN THE REVOLUTION? IT COSTS YOU $0.

WITH PARTNERS AND ORDERS NATIONWIDE, BEER PROVIDERS AND  
CONSUMERS ARE SHOWING THEIR SUPPORT FOR SYNEK.

WWW.SYNEK.BEER
@SYNEKSYSTEM


